Abstract-In this work, we deal with zero-delay source coding of an unstable vector Gaussian Auto-Regressive (AR) source under average mean square error fidelity criterion. To begin with, we consider zero-delay coding of a vector Gaussian AR(1) source modeled in state space form. It turns out to be convenient to use an asymptotically stationary time-domain scheme with feedback, which was recently proposed in [1] in the context of filtering theory applications via the Information Nonanticipative Rate Distortion Function (INRDF). In this scheme, the feedback path comprises a Kalman filter, which produces an estimate of the source. Our idea is then to encode the vector innovations due to Kalman filtering via lattice quantization with subtractive dither and memoryless entropy coding. We show that the resulting system is stable and furthermore provide new bounds to the zerodelay RDF. We then generalize our results to vector Gaussian AR sources of any order. With this, we are able to establish a timedomain approach with feedback, which by use of a single filter gets very close to the zero-delay RDF for vector Gaussian AR sources of any order. Interestingly, for infinite dimensional vector sources, the INRDF coincides with the Optimal Performance Theoretically Attainable (OPTA) by zero-delay codes.
I. INTRODUCTION
Zero-delay processing of information in source coding is the reproduction of each source sample at the same time instant that the source sample is encoded. Zero-delay source coding is desirable in various applications, like for instance, signal processing [2] and network control systems [3] , [4] . The class of zero-delay codes is a subclass of the so-called causal source codes [5] where the reproduction of the current source sample depends only on the present and past source samples but not on the future source samples. A preference for zero-delay source coding over causal source coding stems from the fact that the latter does not exclude the possibility of long blocks of quantized samples, which allows for arbitrary end-to-end delays. Of course, every zero-delay code needs to be causal, but the opposite is not true.
It is well known that zero-delay codes (and causal codes) in constrast with non-causal codes cannot achieve the classical rate distortion function (RDF) [6] , i.e., the optimal performance theoretically attainable (OPTA) by the class of noncausal codes. Indeed, an open problem in information theory is quantifying the gap between the OPTA by non-causal, denoted hereinafter by R(D), and the OPTA by causal and zerodelay codes, hereinafter denoted by r op c (D) and R op ZD (D), respectively. Notable exceptions where this gap is explicitly found are memoryless sources [5] , stationary sources in high rates [7] , and zero mean stationary scalar Gaussian sources with average mean square error (MSE) distortion [8] .
Throughout the years, the interest in studying information theoretic rate distortion functions that performs as tight as possible to the OPTA by causal or zero-delay codes has been very high. For example, the authors in [9] introduced the so-called nonanticipatory −entropy, hereinafter denoted by R (D), to demonstrate its utility in real-time (zero-delay) applications. Perhaps the most striking result inspired by R (D), is the work of [10] where the author introduced the so-called sequential RDF, hereinafter denoted by R SRD (D), to investigate control related applications. A decade later, the authors in [1] , introduced the so-called information nonanticipative RDF (INRDF), denoted by R na (D), in the context of filtering theory applications 1 . The work of [1] complemented with the work of [12] implies that under squared error distortion constraints, for any AR(1) source X t , the optimal reproduction distribution of the output Y t , conditioned upon X
Using the latter structural result, the authors in [12] used an unstable Gaussian AR(1) source and showed a lower bound to R op ZD (D). This bound can be achieved by a feedback realization that was first proposed in [1] , where a Kalman filter provides a prediction X t|t−1 of X t to the encoder, which then "encodes" via scalings that act as amplifiers the prediction error (innovations) X t −X t|t−1 . Interestingly, it turns out that the Kalman filter in [12] is obtained from the noisy observations and thereby parallel a result of Zamir et al. [13] , on achieving the noncausal RDF of a stable, stationary, and scalar Gaussian process by noisy prediction. Note that for stable stationary Gaussian sources, the use of Kalman filter is not mandatory.
In this paper, we show the following: 1) For the case of zero mean unstable 3 vector fully observed Gaussian AR(1) sources with average MSE fidelity, the feedback realization scheme of [1] complemented by the work in [12] , implies that an upper bound to the 1 The author in [11] , also showed that for a general distortion fidelity,
2 In [12] , it is further shown that for a non-stationary vector Gaussian AR(1) source with square-error distortion P(Yt|Y t−1 , X t ) ≡ P(Yt|Y t−1 , Xt). 3 For details on unstable sources, cf. [6] .
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can be obtained by quantizing the innovations due to using a Kalman filter in a feedback loop, which predicts the source X t based on its noisy past Y t−1 . We provide a simple quantization strategy and assess the rate loss as compared to the achievable lower bound (see Theorem 1) . In addition, we show how to generalize our scheme to vector Gaussian AR sources of any order (see Theorem 2) . 2) When the vector source is unstable, it is necessary to guarantee that the feedback realization is stable under quantization. We provide an upper bound to the R op ZD (D) due to finite-dimensional quantization of the innovations. We show that the rate loss is finite and directly linked to the space-filling loss of the quantizer as well as the loss of the entropy coder due to zero-delay constraints. If the vector dimension of the Markov source tends to infinity, it is possible to completely eliminate the rate loss and thereby show that in this limit, the OPTA coincides with the INRDF (see Section IV-B). This paper is structured as follows. In Section II we cast our problem. In Sections III and IV we derive upper and lower bounds to the OPTA by zero-delay codes and we discuss possible extensions and related results. In Section V we draw conclusions.
Notation: We let R = (−∞, ∞), N 0 = {0, 1, . . .}. For t ∈ N 0 , we denote random variables and p-dimensional vectors with boldface letters, i.e., x t ∈ R and x t ∈ R p , respectively. The transpose of a matrix or vector Z is denoted by Z T . We denote by {·} G any term that is Gaussian. For a square matrix Z ∈ R n×n with entries ζ ij on the i th row and j th column, we denote by diag{Z} the matrix having ζ ii , i = 1, . . . , n, on its diagonal and zero elsewhere. We denote the time index with "t" and the dimension index with "i".
II. PROBLEM STATEMENT
In this paper we consider the zero-delay source coding setting illustrated in Fig. 1 . In this setting, the p−dimensional (vector) Gaussian source is governed by the following discretetime linear time-invariant state-space model
where A ∈ R p×p , and B ∈ R p×q are known, x 0 ∈ R p ∼ N (0; Σ x0 ) is the initial state, and the noise process
The system operates as follows. At every time step t = 1, 2, . . ., the encoder observes the source x t and produces a single binary codeword z t from a predefined alphabet set Z t of at most a countable number of codewords. Since the source is random, z t and its length l t are random variables. Upon receiving z t , the decoder produces an estimate y t of the source sample. We assume that both the encoder and decoder process information without delay and they are allowed to have infinite memory of the past.
The analysis of the noiseless digital channel is restricted to the class of instantaneous variable-length binary codes z t . The countable set of all codewords (codebook) Z t is time-varying to allow the binary representation z t to be an arbitrarily long sequence. There is no loss by restricting to uniquely decodable codes [3] . The encoding and decoding policies are described by sequences of probability density functions as {P(z t |z t−1 , x t ) : t = 0, 1, . . .} and {P(y t |y t−1 , z t ) : t = 0, 1, . . .}, respectively.
The design in Fig. 1 is required to yield an asymptotic average distortion lim sup n−→∞
The objective is to minimize the expected average codeword length denoted by lim sup n−→∞ 1 n+1 n t=0 E(l t ), over all zero-delay encodingdecoding policies. These design requirements are formally cast by the following optimization problem:
s. t. lim sup
i.e., the OPTA by zero-delay codes. Note that in (1) we assume that (A,
is stabilizable (see, e.g., [14] ) to ensure that the limit exists in (2) (i.e., R op ZD (D) < ∞).
III. LOWER BOUNDS ON THE OPTA BY ZERO-DELAY

CODES
In this section, we present a lower bound on the OPTA by zero-delay codes using the INRDF, R na (D). In general, the expression of the OPTA by zero-delay codes given by (2) is very hard to find and often bounds are obtained (see, for example, [7] , [8] ).
First, recall that since the OPTA by zero-delay codes is a subset to the OPTA by causal codes (see Section I) then
Moreover, it is also known that for general sources the following bounds hold (see, e.g., [8, equation (11)]).
Note that, inequality (a) is strict, in general, and becomes equality when the source is i.i.d. or when the rate tends to infinity. In contrary, inequality (b) is strict at high rates (high resolution) due to space-filling loss and becomes equality at zero rate. Also, for unstable sources like the source model of (1), R na (D) has to be greater or equal to the sum of the unstable eigenvalues of matrix A, i.e., whose magnitudes are greater than one (see e.g., [15] ).
By combining (3) and (4) we obtain
Since, the INRDF is a tighter lower bound on the OPTA by zero-delay codes compared to the classical RDF, we can use this information measure to obtain tighter bounds on (2). In nonanticipative rate distortion theory (see e.g., [1] , [8] , [9] ) the mutual information [16] can be written as
where E{·} is the expectation with respect to the joint probability distribution
with P(x n ) ⊗P(x t |x t−1 ), P(y n ||x n ) ⊗P(y t |y t−1 , x t ), while P(y t |y t−1 ) is the marginal distributions induced by the joint probability distribution P(x n , y n ). We now state the definition of INRDF as given in [11, Definition 6 .1].
Definition 1. (INRDF)
(1) The finite time horizon INRDF is defined by
where the infimum in (6) is taken with respect to the sequence of conditional probability density functions {P(y t |y t−1 , x t ) :
s.t. lim
If one replaces lim inf by inf lim in (7), then an upper bound to R na (D) is obtained, defined as follows.
It is shown in [11] that provided the limit in (8) exists, and the source is stationary then R na (D) =R na (D). The optimization problem of (7), in contrast to the one given in (2) is convex (see [17] ). In addition, R na (D) < ∞ due to the assumption of stabilizability on the pair (A, B) of (1).
A. Feedback Realization Scheme via Kalman Filtering
The authors in [1] the causal and rate-distortion optimal "test channel" {P * (y t |y t−1 , x t ) : t = 0, 1, . . .} characterizing AR(1) sources such as the source model of (1) with an {encoder, channel, decoder} via an asymptotically stationary feedback realization scheme illustrated in Fig. 2 to find the optimal causal and zero-delay information based filter. A detailed analysis on this scheme is provided in [1, Section VI]. Next, we briefly explain the methodology presented in Fig. 2 .
Preprocessing at Encoder: Introduce the estimation error {k t ∈ R p : t ∈ N 0 } of {x t : t ∈ N 0 } based on the previous estimates {y 0 , . . . , y t−1 } defined by
and its (error) covariance Λ ∞ , defined by
The covariance matrix Λ t is diagonalized by introducing a unitary transformation E (invertible matrix) such that
To facilitate the computation, we introduce the scaling process {γ t ∈ R p : t ∈ N n 0 }, where γ t Ek t , t ∈ N 0 , has independent Gaussian components.
Preprocessing at Decoder: Analogously, we introduce the estimated error process {k t : t ∈ N 0 } defined byk t y t −x t|t−1 and the scaling process {γ t : t ∈ N 0 } defined byγ t Θβ t , with β t (ΦEk t + v t ) , v t ∼ N (0; V ), and Φ, Θ} being diagonal scaling matrices. The fidelity criterion ||k t −k t || 2 2 at each t is not affected by the above processing of {(x t , y t ) : t ∈ N 0 }, in the sense that the preprocessing at both the encoder and decoder do not affect the form of the distortion function, that is,
Using basic properties of conditional entropy (see, e.g., [1, Eq. (IV.35)]), it can be shown that
s.t. lim sup
are equivalent expressions.
IV. UPPER BOUNDS ON THE OPTA BY ZERO-DELAY CODES USING ENTROPY CODING
In this section, we derive upper bounds to the OPTA by zero-delay codes using a universal quantization scheme based on a subtractive dither with uniform scalar quantization (SDUSQ) [18] on the feedback realization scheme illustrated in Fig. 2 . Toward this end, we consider unstable vector Gaussian AR(1) source modeled as in (1), and we quantize each time step t over p independently operating SDUSQ, with their outputs being jointly entropy coded conditioned to the dither. Our approach is far from new in the literature. In fact, it is adopted in a variety of papers, e.g., [3] , [4] , [8] . Compared to these works, our scheme deals with a purely information Fig. 2 : Realization of the optimal minimizing distribution P * (y t |y t−1 , x t ) (see Section III-A).
theoretic setup while at the same time it gives more general and tighter bounds. Before we proceed, we state the definition of a scalar uniform quantizer with subtractive dither [18] .
A scalar quantizer function is defined as
where ∆ > 0 is the quantization step which is freely designed by the designer. A scalar universal uniform quantizer with
where r is the realization of a uniformly distributed random variable R over the interval [− ]. The execution of Q SD ∆ (·) requires a common randomness both at the encoder's and the decoder's ends. In practice, the dither r acts as a synchronized pseudo-random noise generator that can be used at both encoder and decoder's end.
A. Componentwise Scalar Uniform quantization
Next, we use use the asymptotically stationary feedback realization scheme illustrated in Fig. 2 to design an efficient {encoder/quantizer,decoder} pair. This procedure is described next.
We select the quantizer step size ∆ so that the covariance of the resulting quantization error meets V . The encoder does not quantize the observed state x t directly. Instead, it quantizes the deviation of x t from the linear estimatex t|t−1 of x t . This method is known in least squares estimation theory as innovations approach [19] . As a result, we name the encoder innovations encoder.
We consider the zero-delay source coding setup illustrated in Fig. 2 with the additional change of the p−parallel AGWN channel with p independently operating SDUSQ. This change is illustrated in Fig. 3 . Note that, all matrices and scalings adopted in Fig. 2 still hold when the aforementioned change is applied.
For each time step t, the input to the quantizer, is a scaled estimation error defined as follows Moreover, α t is an R p −valued random process. The parallel p−dimensional AWGN channel is replaced by p independently operating SDUSQ, hence we can design the covariance matrix V of the AWGN corresponding to the p-parallel AWGN channels in such a way, that for each t, each diagonal entry of V i , i = 1, . . . , p, i.e., V diag{V 1 , . . . , V p } to correspond to a quantization step size ∆ i , i = 1, . . . , p, such that
This results into creating a multi-input multi-output (MIMO) transmission of parallel and independent SDUSQ. We apply SDUSQ to each component of α t , i.e.,
and we let r t be the R p −valued random process of dither signals whose individual components {r t,1 , . . . , r t,p } are mutually independent and uniformly distributed random variables r t,i ∼ unif (− ∆i 2 , ∆i 2 ) independent of the corresponding source input components α t,i , ∀t, i. The output of the quantizer is given bỹ
Note thatβ t = {β t,1 , . . . ,β t,p } can take a countable number of possible values. In addition, by construction (see Fig. 2 ), the sequences {α t : t = 0, 1, . . .} and {β t : t = 0, 1, . . .} are not Gaussian any more since by applying the change illustrated in Fig. 3 , {α t : t = 0, 1, . . .} and {β t : t = 0, 1, . . .} contain samples of the uniformly distributed process {r t : t = 0, 1, . . .}. As a result, the Kalman filter in Fig. 2 is no longer the least mean square estimator since the obtained quantized signals may no longer be Gaussian. For completeness, we illustrate in Fig. 4 the relation between a SDUSQ and a scalar uniform additive noise channel, a result that was first pointed out in [18] .
Entropy coding: In what follows, we apply joint entropy coding across the vector dimension p and memoryless coding across the time, that is, at each time step t the output of the quantizerβ t is conditioned to the dither to generate a codeword z t . The decoder reproduces β t by subtracting the dithered signal r t fromβ t .
Specifically, at every time step t, we require that a messagẽ β t is mapped into a codeword z t ∈ {0, 1} lt designed using Shannon codes [16, Chapter 5.4] . For a random variable x, the codes constructed based on Shannon coding scheme give an instantaneous (prefix-free) code with expected code length that satisfies the following bound
If x is a p−dimensional random vector then the normalized version of (20) gives In view of the assumption that the scalar uniform quantizer with subtractive dither operates using memoryless entropy coding over time, the following theorem holds.
Theorem 1. (Upper bound)
Consider the realization of the zero-delay source-coding scheme illustrated in Fig. 2 with the change of AWGN channel with p−parallel independently operating SDUSQ illustrated in Fig. 3 . If the vector process {β t : t = 0, 1, . . .} of the quantized output is jointly entropy coded conditioned to the dither signal values in a memoryless fashion for each t, then the operational zero-delay rate,
where p is the dimension of the state-space representation given in (1), while the average MSE distortion achieves the end-to-end average distortion D of the system.
Proof: See Appendix A. Evidently, by combining the lower and upper bounds to the OPTA by zero-delay codes, we obtain
In the next theorem we explain how the bounds derived in (23) generalize to Gauss AR sources of any order. 
This result was first obtained in [8, Theorem 7] but only for stable scalar Gaussian AR sources. 
B. Vector Quantization
It is interesting to observe that if instead of scalar uniform quantization we quantize over a vector lattice quantizer followed by memoryless entropy coded conditioned to the dither, then the upper bound in (22) becomes
where G p is the normalized second moment of the lattice [20] . If we take the average rate per dimension then (26) becomes
Additionally, by assuming an infinite dimensional vector Gaus- 
As expected, using vector quantization for infinite dimensional vector Gaussian source, the term due to space-filling loss and the loss due to entropy coding asymptotically goes to zero.
Hence, utilizing this result, and the lower bound of (5) we obtain
i.e., R na (D) is the OPTA by zero-delay codes.
V. CONCLUSIONS
In this work, we considered zero-delay source coding of an unstable vector Gaussian AR source under average MSE fidelity criterion. Based on a simple feedback realization scheme that quantizes the innovations of a Kalman filter with a SDUSQ, we derived new bounds to the OPTA by zero-delay codes. We discussed the performance of this scheme when using lattice quantization. For infinite dimensions we observed that the INRDF is in fact the OPTA by zero-delay codes.
